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Abstract
We grapple with the question: How, for whom and why should ex-
plainable artificial intelligence (XAI) aim to support the user goal of
agency? In particular, we analyze the relationship between agency
and explanations through a user-centric lens through case studies
and thought experiments. We find that explanation serves as one
of several possible first steps for agency by allowing the user con-
vert forethought to outcome in a more effective manner in future
interactions. Also, we observe that XAI systems might better cater
to laypersons, particularly “tinkerers,” when combining explanations
and user control, so they can make meaningful changes.
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Introduction
Complex technologies are commonplace in today’s society,
with examples including reinforcement learning, deep neural
networks, or other forms of artificial intelligence (AI).
Criticisms have plagued the acceptance of these
technologies due to the opaque nature of the algorithms and
the erasure of user influence (i.e., creating an automated
experience). For example, high-stakes scenarios (e.g. law
enforcement, medicine, etc.) traditionally require human
experts that go through rigorous training, who are then
accountable to human stakeholders. Thus, it is unsurprising
that such decision makers prefer worse-performing,
interpretable models over opaque models [44].

Beyond experts, laypeople also desire a level of control and
understanding of the complex AI systems that affect
them [47, 39]. Legal regimes (e.g., European Union General
Data Protection Regulation [17] and White House Executive
Order [22]) align with such observations by highlighting the
importance of human agency over these systems and the
need for these systems to explain and justify their results.

However, making AI systems more agentic is not as widely
studied as making them explainable. This paper attempts to
describe how designing for agency fits with XAI, namely: 1)
the relationship between agency and explanations and 2)
agency in scenarios with two and three user groups.
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What is an Explanation?
Explanation is a human phenomenon that strongly relates
with peoples’ mental models, understanding and knowledge
of “why an outcome happened” [25]. Its social interactive
characteristic [25] means there’s some level of
communication (which may be continuous) occurring
between the explain-er and explain-ee.
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Figure 1: Relationship between
Agency and Explanations in an XAI
system

Today, AI systems are a major part of our environment. If
the target users do not understand the model, they usually
cannot assess or appropriately rely [37] on it. To address
this, post-hoc methods aim to make opaque AI methods
(e.g. neural networks, ensemble models, etc.) more
“understandable” without compromising accuracy [3, 13].
There are two main approaches employed by post-hoc
techniques: opaque box (operates on the input/output
boundary; e.g., LIME [35], LORE [20]) and transparent box
(operates on the internal structures; e.g., deconvnet model
method [49] and network dissection [7, 8]).

Figure 2: From Zhang and Lim
paper [50], user interface of
Counterfactual Explanation for
Voice-Emotion Recognition system
(best viewed digitally).

Existing XAI systems that utilize the opaque- and
transparent-box approaches described above do not fit the
requirements laid out in prior work for “everyday”
explanations understandable to the layperson [32]. AI
explanations created based on human characteristics (e.g.
preferences, reasoning and perception methods) are more
relatable and effective [45, 50, 28]. In their work about
connecting existing XAI techniques to user expectations for
explanations, Liao et al. [29] propose a “question-driven
framework” that encourages an interactive explanation
experience [29] via meaningful interrogative dialogue [32].

What is Agency?
People have an innate need to control the course of their
lives and predict the outcomes of situations, no matter the
difficulty [5]. Humans feel a sense of agency when we

believe that our “conscious intention caused a voluntary
action” [46]. Agency is an internal “human” feeling that is
outwardly expressed by intentional actions. If people do not
feel in control, they might abandon the on-going task or
distrust their actions, especially in hard situations [4].

A technology that affords agency is “flexible” to the user’s
interactions inputs and interests such that they can modify
their experience [48, 42]. The control a person has in a
typical environment (such as while utilizing technology) can
be weighted by: 1) the presence of relevant actions; 2) the
relationship between the actions of a user and the outcome
in the environment; 3) the ability of a user to predict the
outcome of their actions, and; 4) the ability of the user to
trace the cause of an outcome [41].

Researchers have shown agentic interactions have positive
effects such as improved user experience and satisfaction
and more appropriate trust [18, 23, 43]. The many AI
systems stakeholders with low technical knowledge should
also experience these benefits, as per the ACM Code of
Ethics: “...all people are stakeholders in computing” [1].

How are Agency and Explanation Related?
The answer to this question is not straightforward, but we
will attempt an answer for AI systems. Existing
human-centered XAI systems prioritize providing
explanations in an understandable, visually appealing
format with an assumption of improved agency in the
represented artifact. There is no direct measure for the
“actual” agency a user experienced while interacting with
such a system. Self-reporting only measures agency
perceived by users, which is a proxy for “actual” agency.
Teasing out the modalities of the relationship between
explanation and agency is the first step in deducing the
“actual” agency in XAI systems.
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The agency process starts from a person’s forethought to
their performance of an action and then, observation of the
action’s outcome. The aim of explanations is to improve the
consumers’ understanding of their environment. Providing
explanations can contribute to consumers’ sense of agency
by informing their initial forethought so they perform the
appropriate actions to successfully complete their task.
People with higher need for control are more likely to seek
more information and clarifications in a work
environment [19]. This shows that even before the
introduction of explanations to a scenario, an individual has
an inherent agency requirement—and that such
requirements will vary among users.

Studies on designing agency in AI systems, such as
interactive machine learning, have primarily focused on
users with technical know-how, and in its absence, requires
additional technical training for end-users for them to
understand and use the provided agentic functions [40, 14].
End-users with no access to technical training can still
benefit from an agentic experience with explanations.

Figure 3: The original Rube
Goldberg machine, as depicted in
the cartoon “Professor Butts and
the Self-Operating Napkin.” The
machine functions as follows:
“Soup spoon (A) is raised to mouth,
pulling string (B) and thereby
jerking ladle (C), which throws
cracker (D) past toucan (E). Toucan
jumps after cracker and perch (F)
tilts, upsetting seeds (G) into pail
(H). Extra weight in pail pulls cord
(I), which opens and ignites lighter
(J), setting off skyrocket (K), which
causes sickle (L) to cut string (M),
allowing pendulum with attached
napkin to swing back and forth,
thereby wiping chin.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Rube_Goldberg_machine

Users can take an active role in their absorption of an
explanation. Zhang and Lim [50] studied providing relatable
explanations for a vocal-emotion recognition system, the
participants preferred and utilized more effectively the
“Counterfactual Sample + Cues” explanation (Figure 2).
The user interface for this explanation required active
play-through and listening to alternative voices to detect
vocal differences. Another method for involving people in
the explanation process is to obtain input from them to
create “selective” explanations [28]. Here, the user
customizes the types of received explanations to their taste.

Tastes vary, for example GenderMag [9] identified facets
describing people’s cognitive styles. One important axis is
learning style, with people who gain understanding by

“tinkering” with the technology on one end. To cater to
tinkerers, XAI system designs should have control functions.
These functions would accept different kinds of user inputs
and then provide appropriate visible outcomes, allowing the
system to “be actionable” [27]. On the other end of the
learning style axis are people who gain understanding by
process. Process-oriented learners may benefit from
assessment processes, such as After-Action Review for AI
(AAR/AI) [12]. Later, Khanna et al. [26] found participants
helped participants examine and effectively use
explanations to identify AI faults, observing a
moderate-sized practical effect.

There are situations when XAI systems cannot honor user
inputs [40]. How should the system react? For low-stakes
scenarios, illusory agency may be a useful tool. Game
designers use this as a complementary mechanism to
preserve their rigid game-story narrative [11, 31]. To allow
for continued user agency, the user is able to observe the
effect of their input but the input has no effect on the
underlying algorithms. Vaccaro et al. [43] showed in a social
media setting that users “felt more satisfied with the
presence of controls” regardless of their effectiveness.
Some everyday systems that already utilize illusory agency
include crosswalk buttons and elevator close-door buttons.
Illusory agency should only be designed to supplement the
already present “real” agentic experience in low-stakes
scenarios so as to avoid user deception and minimize the
effects of ethical issues. Example of such scenarios that
might benefit from illusory agency include XAI systems in
training environments [16].

How Does One Increase or Decrease Agency?
We will use two examples to illustrate adjusting agency. The
first example is to consider wiping your mouth with a napkin
using direct manipulation vs with a Rube Goldberg
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machine, depicted in Figure 3. Rube Goldberg machines
are famous for having a simple input, which then initiates a
complicated chain reaction generating a simple output. In
this case, the simple input is lifting a spoon, the long chain
reaction is via the crackers, toucan, string, etc., and the
simple output is wiping one’s mouth.

Ag
en

cy

Number of controls

Figure 4: Notional curve depicting
agency as a function of number of
controls. When moving from no
controls to few controls, agency
gain enjoys a direct relationship.
But at some point, the extra
controls will overwhelm the user,
either taking the form of a plateau
(red curve) or even a downturn
(blue curve).

1) Add/remove source docu-
ments
2) Add/remove sections,
where sections are subtopics
of the document title
3) Add/remove words and/or
sentences
4) View the order relation of
the summary sentences in a
concept graph
5) View actual sentences con-
tributed by each document to
the overall summary output

Table 1: Key functionality found
in Living Documents.

As Figure 3 shows, the machine automates the functioning
of the napkin to the point that its use is involuntary.
Suppose we changed the simple input to be pushing a
button, which is more typical of modern technology. Now,
consider how much agency the user has in each case. It
seems fairly obvious that agency would be highest with
direct manipulation, then with button-interface Rube
Goldberg machine, and finally the unmodified Rube
Goldberg machine. The reasoning is that with direct
manipulation, one could manifest whatever wiping approach
they desire: arbitrary direction, length of time, and so on.
Note that all of the previously compared interactions lead to
same outcome, but are different in terms of
controllability [36]. According to Shneiderman [38], high
levels of automation and human control can co-exist in a
technical artifact. They illustrate this in their description of
the digital camera and elevator where agency is afforded by
the inclusion of a button and settings page respectively.
This is similar to the surface-level agency button introduced
above, to the Rube Goldberg machine. Would increasing
agency require addition of extra buttons/settings or
introducing a more manual and influential process (i.e., less
automation)? If we assume adding a feature and
accompanying button increases perceived agency, what is
the amount of UI complexity at which agency gains diminish
or turn negative (See Figure 4 for an illustration)?

Thus, we have illustrated a tension between manual
processes (which have the highest agency) vs automation

(which reduces agency). The open question is, how much
agency does one lose when a process undergoes
automation? To answer this question, we turn to our
second example: Living Documents [2]. Living Documents
is an interactive multi-document text summarization system,
providing the control functions found in Table 1.

What would agency treatment levels look like in Living
Documents? The highest-level of agency is full access to all
functionality in the system (full-agency, see Table 1) while
the automation level has no user controls (no-agency). This
means it would work like a typical text summarization
system such that the only input-output operation is the user
providing the source documents and receiving the summary
result. The interaction designer can decide on intermediate
level(s) based on specified criteria. Our criterion is
“magnitude of impact” (document → sections →
sentences/words), so our some-agency treatment has
functionality 3 to 5 in Table 1.

Agency and/or Explanations, for whom?
Now, we would like to broaden the previously discussed
system-user agency cases to where there are multiple
types of users, leading to a more complex tradeoff
relationship. From an explanation perspective, we know that
explanations may need to account for different domain
expertise, cognitive abilities, context of use, and audience.
Users have varied needs for an XAI system [29] and do not
have a homogeneous process for interacting with
models [40]. The agency perspective is less well studied.

Consider the case of a rideshare application called
Co-opRide, which is an algorithmic manager for two user
groups: drivers and riders. What is the right agency balance
to strike between these three parties (the third is
Co-opRide)? Suppose Co-opRide offers a design feature
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that drivers can veto riders. This would increase the agency
of the drivers at the expense of the riders’ agency, as well
as that of the system provider. Imagine being a rider
receiving vetoes from several drivers, based on your low
population density location or even worse, cultural markers
present in your name. This might lead to long wait times
and negative customer sentiment. Should the XAI system
alert riders that a driver vetoed them? Each time? How
should the XAI system provide notification of the veto and/or
explain the decision? If there are no satisfying agentic
actions available, why should the system provide
explanation at all? In the case where the rider’s waiting time
increases over time as a result of receiving multiple driver
vetoes, provision of explanations by the algorithmic XAI
platform becomes even more imperative.

The example of the driver veto feature suggests “The
Agency Tradeoff Game” might be zero-sum, though this it is
not totally clear that it cannot be positive-sum or
negative-sum. It is also an open question whether or not a
stable solution exists. As an example, “Hotelling’s game”
(see margin) has a stable solution with two players, but the
three-player version has no stable solution ([34], Chapter 3).

Hotelling’s Game [21]
Suppose two competing shops
are located along the length of
street, with customers spread
equally along the street. Each
customer will always choose
the nearer shop.

With two shops, the consumer
ideal has shops at 1

4 and 3
4 .

However, this is unstable, since
both shops can claim more cus-
tomers by moving toward the
middle. The stable solution has
both at 1

2 . (E.g., this is why
Lowe’s and Home Depot are of-
ten co-located.) XAI platforms interact with groups of humans; as a result,

agency occurring on a collective basis becomes relevant.
When individuals perform a joint action, they can feel
individual and/or collective (joint) agency [30]. The
individual perceived self-efficacy of multiple members of a
group forms collective efficacy which can lead to meaningful
social change [4, 6]. People are usually interested in the
experiences of their fellow people and this has led to calls
for social explanations [29, 15]. Enabling social
explanations means there can be a joint platform for
“knowledge sharing” and “social learning” [15]. People can
confidently contest the decisions by an AI system and if

some form of collective agency has been designed in the
system, they can effect popular meaningful change.

For an example of collective agency as a result of the
conditions in an AI system, consider work by Calacci and
Pentland [10]. Shipt, a grocery delivery service with an AI
algorithmic manager, was initially explainable and
transparent about its wage calculation process. The
introduction of a wage-processing opaque-box algorithm to
Shipt led to the implementation of social explanations, albeit
on a platform (called Shipt Calculator [10]) external to the AI
system. Workers anonymously provided screenshots of
their payment history and the Shipt Calculator aggregated
the payment information and provided the observed wage
difference to the workers. These authors discovered a
paycut for 41 percent of the workers in their study. Similar
occurrences with Doordash led to change in the pay and
tipping model as well as a class-action lawsuit [33, 24]. XAI
systems that allow social explanations and collective
agency would ensure a cooperative approach so that only
beneficial improvements are implemented on the platform.

Concluding Remarks
We do not claim that our statement of the relationship
between agency and explanation is complete. As an
example, perhaps agency and explanations might share
multiple simultaneous relationships. We believe that
recognizing and formalizing these relationship(s) would
ensure that XAI designers take the closely-related extra
step of designing for agency while working on explainability.
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